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Girl Gang is designed as a feminist statement piece, with the concept that women can do 
anything.  An ode to feminists and feminism in the past, present, and future, this look is made for 
the modern woman. The lettermen jacket is like a shell that protects women from a man’s world, 
while giving strength, courage, and confidence.  Meanwhile the dress is representative of the 
natural spirit of women.  The movement of the dress dances with the strut of the woman wearing 
it. The concept of Girl Gang is to empower girls, encourage individualism, and celebrate 
womanhood.  
A regular lettermen jacket typically highlights the 
achievements of having been apart of a sports team, while the 
“M” patch placed on the Girl Gang jacket is a reward for being 
on the women’s team, feminism.  Sharp shoulders are structured 
with tailored shoulder pads to metaphorically barrel through the 
huddle and to fight the opposing team.  The trench-like yoke 
overlays the back bodice and that let’s the dirt and gravel, or 
“sticks and stones”, roll off.  Placed under the back yoke is a 
textured piece created by woven strips in a plain weave 
structure. Symbolic for the Girl Gang feminists have created, 
the woven back piece stands for all of the people that have 
come together to create, and fight for something bigger. The 
Girl Gang jacket shell is made from 100% black wool, which 
was chosen for its durability and natural insulation.  Wool is a 
symbol of armor for the women army, sticking through all 
weather conditions and always keeping the core warm. The 
square shape of the jacket is slightly masculine, while the slim 
sleeves and shoulders balance out with femininity, noting that 
women can be sexy without sacrificing modesty. The Girl Gang 
jacket also includes two double welt pockets, an asymmetrical 
front zipper, and belt loops for an option of a waist belt. The seams are finished with a single 
topstitch for extra stability and for extra design detail.  The Girl Gang jacket is fully lined 
throughout the sleeves and bodice with a floral print polyester blend.  I chose to use a floral print 
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